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in late 2012, i signed up for an account
on the mindstorms forums. one thing

that i was looking forward to is that the
"somfy's guide to programming" would
be released in a more convenient (and

cheaper) version for students and
beginners. to accompany the somfy's

guide, i've published a series of
tutorials on some of the more obscure
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topics for the mindstorms library. i
hope this helps teach and inspire
others to learn programming for

mindstorms nxt using the somfy's
guide. hello i have built the snatcher.

when i run it, it goes through the
motions but does not actually find the

object. i am running it with the
ultrasonic sensor on, and i have

restarted it. could anybody tell me
what the problem is? im building a

"snatcher" by the recomended source.
i have all the parts and batteries

except for the motors. ive built a test
version of the nxt 2.0. its actaully

working perfectely, but after i build my
snatcher, the "grabber arm" doesnt

seem to work. i am taking the
ultrasonic sensor off now and it does
the same thing. i know its not picking
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up anything, because it gets past the
"find" statement. what do you think

the problem could be? i am really not
sure what to do now because this is
the first test build i have done on it.

thank you for your help. hello im
building the snatcher. everything is in

place except for the motors. ive
resized the motors and the arm to get
the best fit and they are on the back. i
think that there may be a problem as

when i put a resized arm on the motor,
it doesnt want to move. it works for a
little bit but then stops. do you think
there could be a problem with the

motors? if so, do you know which one
it is? thank you

Lego Mindstorms Nxt 2.0 The Snatcher
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the new mindstorms kit has been
updated to include a programming
brick, usb cable, rj11-like cables,

motors, and sensors. this book updates
the robotics information to be

compatible with the new set and to
show how sound, sight, touch, and

distance issues are now dealt with. the
lego mindstorms nxt and its

predecessor, the lego mindstorms
robotics invention system (ris), have
been called the most creative play
system ever developed. this book

unleashes the full power and potential
of the tools, sensors, and components
that make up lego mindstorms nxt. it

also provides a unique insight on
newer studless building techniques as
well as interfacing with the traditional
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studded beams. some of the worlds
leading lego mindstorms inventors

share their knowledge and
development secrets. you will discover
an incredible range of ideas to inspire

your next invention. this is the ultimate
insiders look at lego mindstorms nxt

system and is the perfect book
whether you build world-class

competitive robots or just like to mess
around for the fun of it. discover the

many features of the lego mindstorms
nxt 2.0 set. the lego mindstorms nxt
2.0 discovery book is the complete,

illustrated, beginners guide to
mindstorms that youve been looking

for. the crystal clear instructions in the
discovery book will show you how to

harness the capabilities of the nxt 2.0
set to build and program your own
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robots. author and robotics instructor
laurens valk walks you through the set,

showing you how to use its various
pieces, and how to use the nxt

software to program robots. interactive
tutorials make it easy for you to reach
an advanced level of programming as
you learn to build robots that move,
monitor sensors, and use advanced
programming techniques like data

wires and variables. youll build eight
increasingly sophisticated robots like

the strider (a six-legged walking
creature), the ccc (a climbing vehicle),

the hybrid brick sorter (a robot that
sorts by color and size), and the

snatcher (an autonomous robotic arm).
numerous building and programming
challenges throughout encourage you
to think creatively and to apply what
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youve learned as you develop the skills
essential to creating your own robots.
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